Editing Sentences 2
Editing for:
capitals

full stops

question marks

exclamation marks

spelling

speech marks

commas

apostrophes

extra & missing words
First, edit the sentences by making corrections.
Then, rewrite the sentences on the lines.

1.

The thunder and lightning caused frans dog to act strangely.
_____________________________________________________________________

2.

The family spended their holidays at the gold coast the weather was beautyful
_____________________________________________________________________

3.

do you have your project ready asked mr peters
_____________________________________________________________________

4.

jimmy and sarah watched as the sky darkened and the storm clouds roled in.
_____________________________________________________________________

5.

The rain fell heavily over city causing flash flooding in meny streets
_____________________________________________________________________

6.

That was an incredible catch yelled Quinn pumping his fist in the air.
_____________________________________________________________________

7.

The car wouldnt start even after the battery was replaced finlay was annoyed
_____________________________________________________________________

8.

The class had science lesson on monday thursday and friday
_____________________________________________________________________
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Editing Sentences 2 Answers
Editing for:
capitals

full stops

question marks

exclamation marks

spelling

speech marks

commas

apostrophes

extra & missing words
First, edit the sentences by making corrections.
Then, rewrite the sentences on the lines.

1.

The thunder and lightning caused frans dog to act strangely.

The thunder and lightning caused Fran’s dog to act strangely.
2.

The family spended their holidays at the gold coast the weather was beautyful

The family spent their holidays at the Gold Coast. The weather was beautiful
3.

do you have your project ready asked mr peters

“Do you have your project ready?” asked Mr Peters.
4.

jimmy and sarah watched as the sky darkened and the storm clouds roled in.

Jimmy and Sarah watched as the sky darkened and the storm clouds rolled in.
5.

The rain fell heavily over city causing flash flooding in meny streets

The rain fell heavily over city, causing flash flooding in many streets.
6.

That was an incredible catch yelled Quinn pumping his fist in the air.

“That was an incredible catch!” yelled Quinn, pumping his fist in the air.
7.

The car wouldnt start even after the battery was replaced finlay was annoyed

The car wouldn’t start, even after the battery was replaced. Finlay was annoyed.
8.

The class had science lesson on monday thursday and friday

The class had science lesson on Monday, Thursday and Friday.
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